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Abstract: High-speed, fixed-latency serial links find application in distributed data acquisition and control systems, such as the
timing trigger and control (TTC) system for high energy physics experiments. However, most high-speed serial transceivers do not
keep the same chip latency after each power-up or reset, as there is no deterministic phase relationship between the transmitted and
received clocks after each power-up. In this paper, we propose a fixed-latency serial link based on high-speed transceivers
embedded in Xilinx field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). First, we modify the configuration and clock distribution of the
transceiver to eliminate the phase difference between the clock domains in the transmitter/receiver. Second, we use the internal
alignment circuit of the transceiver and a digital clock manager (DCM)/phase-locked loop (PLL) based clock generator to
eliminate the phase difference between the clock domains in the transmitter and receiver. The test results of the link latency are
shown. Compared with existing solutions, our design not only implements fixed chip latency, but also reduces the average system
lock time.
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1 Introduction
High-speed serial links are important components of distributed data acquisition and control systems. In these systems, the clock, reset, and trigger
signals, along with the data, are transferred across the
serial links, so it is crucial to keep the latency of the
serial links constant after each power-up or reset.
However, most commercial high-speed serial transceiver chips do not support this important feature,
which needs additional hardware processing circuits
and is usually not required for most communication
applications. For example, the chip latency of the
Texas Instruments SCAN25100 varies after each reset
‡
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or power-up (TI, 2013). A typical distributed system is
the timing, trigger and control (TTC) system, developed
by CERN for high energy physics experiments. It
distributes TTC signals with constant latency and
predictable phase. It has successfully been used as the
trigger subsystem of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
experiments (Taylor, 1998). The GigaBit Transceiver
project (Moreira et al., 2007) and White Rabbit,
launched by CERN, were used to address possible
problems of data and timing information transfer in
future super LHC experiments.
Up to now, several fixed-latency serial links,
based on high-speed transceivers embedded in field
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), have been proposed to address system timing and synchronization
problems in many applications, such as the data acquisition circuits of the Compressed Baryonic Matter
experiment (Lemke et al., 2010), the Positron Emission Tomography system (Aliaga et al., 2011), and the
future KM3NeT undersea network (Le-Provost et al.,
2011). Several fixed-latency serial links with Xilinx
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FPGA have been published (Aloisio et al., 2009;
2010). Other implementations (Giordano and Aloisio,
2011; 2012; Aloisio et al., 2013) relieve the requirement
for inputting the same clock both to the transmitter
and to the receiver. They use the internal comma
alignment and detection circuit of the GTP/GTX
transceivers (Xilinx, 2009a; 2009b) to eliminate the
clock phase offset between the transmitted clock and
the received clock, which is one of the main reasons
for latency variation in serial links. However, the
internal alignment circuit can process only the clock
phase offsets with even unit intervals (UIs, 1 UI is the
duration of a serial symbol). For the odd-UI clock
phase offsets, their solution is to reset the serial receiver and to wait for the receiver to relock. This
process will proceed repetitively until the even-UI
clock phase offsets are detected. This increases the
average system lock time.
In this paper, we propose a fast-lock fixedlatency serial link based on both the internal alignment circuit of the serial transceiver and a digital
clock manager (DCM)/phase-locked loop (PLL)
based clock generator. Compared with Aloisio’s designs (Giordano and Aloisio, 2011; 2012; Aloisio et
al., 2013), our serial link reduces the average system
lock time. The reason is that it can process all possible
clock phase offsets and eliminate the reset-relock
process present in Aloisio’s designs.

2 Latency variation in SerDes transceivers
Link latency may vary in both the serial section
and parallel section of a SerDes transceiver. In the
serial section, clock multiplication and subsequent
division may cause phase differences between the
transmitted clock and the received clock, leading to
latency variation of the data. In the parallel section,
the buffers in the transmitter and receiver may also
change the link latency.
We first focus on the serial section. The reference clock CLK_IN of the transceiver (Fig. 1) is
multiplied by a factor of four and the serial clock is
the resulting clock. In the serializer, the serial clock is
used by a parallel input to serial output (PISO) block
for serializing the parallel transmitted data TXDATA.
The transmitted clock TX_CLK can be considered as
a copy of clock CLK_IN. In the deserializer, the clock
data recovery (CDR) circuit extracts a recovered
clock from the serial data stream. We omit the latency
in the transmission medium, so the recovered clock
can be considered as a copy of the serial clock. The
recovered clock is used by a serial input to parallel
output (SIPO) block for deserializing the serial data
and presenting it as the parallel received data
RXDATA. The received clock RX_CLK comes from
the division of the recovered clock. From Fig. 1, we
find that there are four possible phase differences

Fig. 1 Frequency multiplication and subsequent division of CLK_IN
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between TX_CLK and RX_CLK. These phase differences lead to the latency variation of the data. This
type of latency variation is expressed in UI. The latency variation in the parallel section is due to the
buffers and is expressed in parallel clock period T. In
summary, the link latency variation ΔL is defined by
ΔL=N·UI+M·T,

(1)

where N and M are integers decided by the transmission protocol and the implementation of the SerDes
transceiver.
Giordano and Aloisio (2011) concluded that a
straightforward solution to the fixed-latency serial
link was to make the phase differences between
TX_CLK and RX_CLK constant. Their experimental
results indicate that the internal alignment circuit of
the GTX/GTP transceiver can perform only the
even-UI phase-shifts of RX_CLK. Based on this
important feature, they proposed a fixed-latency
serial link with lower hardware cost. For the odd-UI
phase differences between TX_CLK and RX_CLK,
their solution was to reset the transceiver. This reset
process will repeat until the even-UI phase offsets are
detected. This approach increases the average system
lock time.

3 Proposed link architecture
In this section, we present a specific implementation of a fast-lock fixed-latency serial link
based on the GTX transceiver embedded in Xilinx
FPGA (Xilinx, 2009b). Our serial link can process all
possible clock phase differences produced in the

serial−parallel conversion process. Compared with
the design of Giordano and Aloisio (2011), it reduces
the average system lock time at the expense of relatively high hardware cost.
3.1 Overall architecture
Our fast-lock fixed-latency serial link based on
the 8b/10b protocol (Widmer and Franaszek, 1983) is
shown in Fig. 2. The whole design consists of a payload generator, two GTX transceivers, a TX phase
alignment block, an RX phase alignment block, and a
clock and data alignment (CDA) block. There is no
deterministic phase relationship between the parallel
clock for the SIPO block (XCLK) and the parallel
clocks for the FPGA logic (RXUSRCLK and
RXUSRCLK2) after each power-up and reset. To
solve this problem, we first connect RXUSRCLK/
RXUSRCLK2 with RX_CLK. This results in
RXUSRCLK/RXUSRCLK2 and RX_CLK running
with a deterministic phase relationship. Then we use
the internal alignment circuit of the GTX transceiver
to align XCLK with RX_CLK. The RX phase
alignment block drives the RXPMA_SETPHASE
signal to activate the phase alignment circuit. The
procedure for activating the alignment circuit can be
found in the GTX user guide (Xilinx, 2009b). Under
this condition, we can bypass the elastic buffer in the
receiver. Similarly, we connect TXUSRCLK/
TXUSRCLK2 with TX_CLK, and then we use the
internal phase alignment circuit to align TX_CLK
with the parallel clock for the PISO block. Under this
condition, we can bypass the phase adjustment FIFO
in the transmitter. Therefore, we eliminate the effect
of the buffers on latency variation. The major difference between our solution and Aloisio’s design is that
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The CDA block consists of a clock generator, a
data alignment block, a delay tuning block, and a
comma detector (Fig. 2). In the deserializer, a recovered clock is extracted from the serial data stream, and
then divided to obtain the parallel received clock
RX_CLK. The clock generator block provides a
phase shift of the clock RX_CLK, and then outputs a
clock Rec_clk to the delay tuning block. The clock
Rec_clk has the same frequency as RX_CLK with a
phase shift of 180° or (180°+360°/N), where N is the
width of the internal data-path of the GTX transceiver.
For the even-UI phase offsets between TX_CLK and
RX_CLK, the phase-shift value is 180°. For the
odd-UI phase offsets, the phase-shift value is
(180°+360°/N). A DCM and a PLL embedded in
Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA (Xilinx, 2012) are used to
construct the clock generator (Fig. 3a). The CLKSEL
signal, driven by the comma detector, is used to decide the output phase-shift value of the Rec_clk.
When CLKSEL is low, the phase-shift value is 180°.
When CLKSEL is high, the phase-shift value is
(180°+360°/N). The DCM allows fine-grained phase
shifting, and the output phase can be dynamically and
repetitively moved forwards and backwards. The
phase shift type of DCM in this study was set to the
fixed mode and the corresponding phase-shift value
was set to 360°/N. The PLL allows coarse-grained
phase shifting and the phase-shift value of the output
clock was set to 180°. The excessive jitter of
RX_CLK may cause the DCM and PLL to lose lock,
so the CLK_IN input of the receiver should be driven
by a seed clock with a frequency offset smaller than
0.0001 with respect to the transmitted clock.
In the deserializer, the SIPO block deserializes
the serial data and presents it as parallel data. The data
alignment block achieves the bit shifts for the parallel
data. The delay tuning block transfers the bit-shifted
parallel data from the RX_CLK clock domain to the
Rec_clk clock domain. The latency produced in the
data transfer process is constant and is not affected by
the phase offsets. The clock Rec_clk is generated for
two reasons. First, we select the proper phase for
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Rec_clk to meet the setup and hold time requirements
for correct data transfer across two different clock
domains. Second, the Rec_clk is used to ensure that
the transfer latency is constant. The data alignment
and delay tuning blocks consist of one multiplexer
and two register groups, namely FF_A and FF_B
(Fig. 3b). The CLKSEL signal, driven by the comma
detector, is used to decide the output value of the data
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Fig. 3 Structures of the clock generator (a) and data
alignment and delay tuning blocks (b)

From the hardware test results, we found that the
bit-shift value n of the parallel data and the phase
difference ΔP between TX_CLK and RX_CLK satisfy the following equation:
ΔP=n×360°/N, n=0, 1, …, N−1,

(2)

where N is the width of the internal data-path of the
GTX transceiver. The comma detector searches for
commas in the parallel data stream and determines its
bit-shift value n. Once it finds one, it then obtains the
clock phase differences ΔP, which may vary after
each power-up or reset. By driving the RXSLIDE
signal of the GTX transceiver, the comma detector
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enables the internal alignment circuit to perform the
clock phase-shift and the parallel data bit-shift. By
driving the CLKSEL signal, the comma detector enables the clock generator and data alignment blocks to
perform the clock phase-shift and the parallel data
bit-shift, according to the following algorithm:
1. If n is even, it drives the RXSLIDE to perform
an n-UI phase-shift of the clock and an n-bit bit-shift
of the data. The CLKSEL signal is driven to low level.
2. If n is odd, it drives the RXSLIDE to perform
an (n−1)-UI phase-shift of the clock and an (n−1)-bit
bit-shift of the data. The CLKSEL signal is driven to
high level.
Compared with the design of Giordano and
Aloisio (2011), our solution can process all possible
clock phase offsets and eliminate the reset-relock
process, thereby reducing the average system lock
time. However, this improvement comes at the expense of increased FPGA resources, including DCM,
PLL, and logic resources.
3.3 Operational details of the CDA
The internal data-path width N for the GTX
transceiver is set to 20, so n is in the range of 0–19.
For clarity, the transmitted data after the 8b/10b
encoder is replaced with a sequence containing
several zero words and one word (0_0001)16. The
word (0_0001)16 presents the comma, and the zero
words present the data. The comma detector obtains
the bit-shift n from the location of the ‘1’ in the
parallel received data. By Eq. (2), it computes the
phase offset ΔP between RX_CLK and TX_CLK.
According to ΔP, it activates the internal alignment
circuit to perform the clock phase-shift and the parallel data bit-shift. By driving the CLKSEL signal, it
enables the clock generator and data alignment blocks
to perform the clock phase-shift and the parallel data
bit-shift. The data alignment and delay tuning blocks
achieve the bit-shift and delay adjustment for the raw
parallel data. The clock generator generates a clock
Rec_clk for the delay tuning and FPGA logic, so our
ultimate goal is to make the phase difference between
TX_CLK and Rec_clk constant.
We provide several representative phase offsets
to illustrate the operational details (Fig. 4). The
chosen values for the phase offset ΔP are 288°, 216°,
270°, and 234°. The corresponding values for the
bit-shift n are 16, 12, 15, and 13, respectively. Here,
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we omit the link latency in the transmission medium.
When ΔP is 288°, namely the even-UI phase
offset, the comma detector enables the internal
alignment circuit to perform a 16-UI phase-shift and
16-bit bit-shift. After internal phase shifts and bit
shifts, the phase difference between RX_CLK and
TX_CLK is 0°. For the even-UI phase offsets,
FF_A[19:0] is chosen as the output (input of FF_B) of
the data alignment block (the delay tuning block). The
clock generator generates the clock Rec_clk with the
same frequency as RX_CLK phase-shifted by 180°,
so the phase difference between TX_CLK and
Rec_clk is 180°. The setup and hold times relative to
Rec_clk are T/2, where T is the period of Rec_clk
(Fig. 4a). When ΔP is 270°, namely the odd-UI phase
offset, the comma detector enables the internal
alignment circuit to perform a 14-UI phase-shift and
14-bit bit-shift. After internal phase shifts and bit
shifts, the phase difference between RX_CLK and
TX_CLK is 18°. For the odd-UI phase offsets,
{RXDATA[0], FF_A[19:1]} is chosen as the output
(input of FF_B) of the data alignment block (the delay
tuning block). The clock generator generates the
clock Rec_clk with the same frequency as RX_CLK
phase-shifted by 198°, so the phase difference
between TX_CLK and Rec_clk is still 180°. The
setup and hold times relative to Rec_clk are close to
11T/20 and 9T/20, respectively (Fig. 4b).
Utilizing the phase-shifted clock Rec_clk, we
not only meet the setup and hold time requirements
for correct data transfer across two different clock
domains, but also adjust the delay value in the data
transfer process. The link latency ΔL is always the
same, no matter how many phase offsets are produced
(Fig. 4).
4 Experimental results
Table 1 presents the hardware resources of
Aloisio’s design (Giordano and Aloisio, 2011; 2012;
Aloisio et al., 2013) and our serial link based on the
GTX transceiver in Xilinx FPGA. The link rate is
2.5 Gb/s and the transmission standard is 8b/10b
encoding (Widmer and Franaszek, 1983). Our design
uses more hardware resources. The reason is that it
uses both the internal circuit and a DCM/PLL-based
clock generator to implement the data bit-shifting and
the clock phase-shifting.
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Fig. 4 Operational details of clock and data alignment (CDA)
(a) Even-UI phase offsets, ΔP=288°, 216°; (b) Odd-UI phase offsets, ΔP=270°, 234°

Table 1 Hardware resources of Aloisio’s design and
our serial link
Resource

Amount
Aloisio’s design*

Our serial link

Slice register

130

140

Slice LUT

201

230

1

1

Block RAM

*

BUFG

4

7

DCM_ADV

0

1

PLL_ADV

0

1

GTX_DUAL

1

1

Giordano and Aloisio (2011)

We used two Xilinx development boards (Xilinx,
2011) to test our serial link, and a pair of 50 Ω impedance coaxial cables to connect the GTX transmitter and receiver. The test points for the transmitted
and received payloads were available in the expansion interface and were monitored by a digital oscilloscope (Fig. 5). We found that the latency of our
serial link was always the same during data transfers
and between power cycles of the system. We performed 5000 tests. In each test, we reset the GTX
transceiver to simulate a power-up process and recorded the latency results on the oscilloscope screen.
We also tested the link latency of Aloisio’s design for
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Fig. 5 Test platform for our serial link
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comparison. The histogram in Fig. 6 shows the distribution of link latency of Aloisio’s design. The
corresponding standard deviation is ~44 ps and the
synchronization precision between the transmitted
clock and the recovered clock RX_CLK, namely the
range of the histogram in Fig. 6, is ~516 ps. The histogram in Fig. 7 shows the distribution of our link
latency. The corresponding standard deviation is
~43 ps and the synchronization precision between the
transmitted clock and the phase-shifted clock Rec_clk
is ~493 ps. Thus, our link architecture has almost the

Fig. 6 Histogram of the latency of Aloisio’s design (Giordano and Aloisio, 2011)
Upper trace: transmitted trace; middle trace: corresponding received trace; bottom trace: histogram of the latency. P1 is the
measurement of delay between channels 1 and 2. F1 is the histogram distribution of delay. Three histogram parameters hmean,
hsdev, and range are the mean, standard deviation, and range of the histogram distribution, respectively

Fig. 7 Histogram of the latency of our solution
Upper trace: transmitted trace; middle trace: corresponding received trace; bottom trace: histogram of the latency. P1 is the
measurement of delay between channels 1 and 2. F1 is the histogram distribution of delay. Three histogram parameters hmean,
hsdev, and range are the mean, standard deviation, and range of the histogram distribution, respectively
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same performance as Aloisio’s design (Figs. 6 and 7).
The distributions are due only to the jitter between the
transmitted clock and the received clock.
Let TGTX be the lock time when only the initial
reset of the GTX transceiver is required for Aloisio’s
design. When the odd-UI phase offsets are detected,
there is a 50% chance of achieving lock from the first
attempt, 25% of cases will require one extra reset,
12.5% will need two, etc. In total, the average lock
time of Aloisio’s design will be 2TGTX. In our design,
the system lock time will be the sum of TGTX, TDCM,
and TPLL, namely (TGTX+TDCM+TPLL). TDCM and TPLL
are the lock times of the DCM and PLL, respectively.
Real hardware tests indicate that TGTX, TDCM, and TPLL
are about 240, 35, and 2 μs, respectively. Compared
with Aloisio’s design, our design reduces the average
system lock time.

5 Conclusions
Distributed data acquisition and control systems
based on a network of high-speed serial links require
the latency of the serial links to be constant after each
power-up or reset. However, most of the commercial
serial transceiver chips do not support this feature,
which is usually not required for communication
applications. In this paper, we present a fast-lock
fixed-latency serial link based on a transceiver embedded in Xilinx FPGA. Compared with existing
serial links, our solution not only implements fixedlatency transfer operations, but also reduces the average system lock time. The reason is that our solution
can process all possible clock phase offsets produced
in the serializing and deserializing conversion.
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